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Abstract- There are different compression techniques but the 
image compression standard JPEG2000, provides high 
compression amounts for the similar graphical quality for 
gray and color images than JPEG. JPEG2000 is being 
adopted for image compression and broadcast in cell phones, 
PDA and PCs. An image may contain the formatted text and 
graphics data. The compression show of the JPEG2000 acts 
poorly when compressing an image with low color depth such 
as graphics images. In this paper, we suggest a method to 
differentiate the true color images from graphics images and 
to compress visuals images using a wavelet transform 
allowance under JPEG2000 standard that will improve the 
compression performance. This technique can be simply 
improved in image compression requests without changing the 
syntax of compressed stream of JPEG2000. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Compression methods are used to shrink the 
redundant info in the image data in order to facilitate the 
storing, broadcast and spreading of images (e.g. GIF, TIFF, 
PNG, JPEG) 
 
Limitations of JPEG Standard 
 
a) Low bit-rate compression: JPEG offers an outstanding 

quality at great and mid bit-rates. However, the quality is 
unacceptable at low bit-rates (e.g. below 0.25 bpp) 

 
b) Lossless and lossy density: JPEG cannot offer a greater 

performance at lossless and lossy compression in a single 
code-stream 

 
c) Transmission in noisy environments: the current JPEG 

standard provides some resynchronization indicators, but 
the superiority still damages when bit-errors are 
encountered. 

 
d) Different types of still images: JPEG was enhanced for 

common images. Its display on PC produced images and 
bi-level (text) images is poor.  

 

A simple method is studied  which still mechanism 
below the structure of the JPEG2000 to improve the 
compression performance for the graphics type images, also 
an alternate in the same is proposed. 

 
II. PROBLEM ANALYSIS 

 
Fig. 1(a) displays a accurate color image with 256 

colors each channels. The histograms of Red, Green and Blue 
components are displayed in Fig. 1(b) - (d). The image has 
actual good color distributions. In order to observe the 
behavior of a graphics image with low colors, the pencil image 
is converted into an image, as shown in Fig. 1(e), with 128 [1]  
As shown in Fig. 1(f) – (h), the RGB histograms are precise 
distinct. After distinguishing the true colour image and graphic 
image, the  graphics images can be compressed using an 
wavelet transform method under JPEG2000 standard that will 
improve the compression performance. 
 

 
FIG. 1: (a) Original Pencil image with 256 colors (b)- (d) 

Histograms of (a)’s color channels; (e) image with reduced 
color depth (128 RGB colors). (f) – (h) Histograms of (e)’s 

color channels. 
 

III. JPEG2000 STANDARD 
 

In JPEG2000, the first stage consists of dividing the 
input image into non-overlapping rectangular tiles. For multi-
component images, an elective section change can be applied 
to decorrelate the components. These transformed components 
are well-known as tile modules. An irretrievable or alterable 
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wavelet transform is then applied to each tile component to de 
correlate the tasters of the image, which is to be compressed. 
The irreversible transformation is used for lossy compression 
and reversible conversion for lossless compression. Every 
module of a tile is independently transformed by the DWT [2]. 
For lossy compression, 9/7 irretrievable wavelet conversion is 
used and for lossless compression, 5/3 reversible wavelet 
alteration is used. The wavelet transform produces the 
decomposition levels. These decomposition levels are 
subbands of factors that describe the confined frequency of the 
tiles. For lossy compression, these subbands are then 
quantized. After quantization, every sub group is separated 
into non touching rectangular blocks, called code blocks. Code 
blocks are the basic coding part for entropy coding. Coding of 
the part is done independently and the size of the block is 
typically 32 x 32 or 64 x 64. The entropy programming in 
JPEG2000 comprises of a fractional bit plane coding (BPC) 
and binary arithmetic coding (BAC). The grouping of both 
coding is also identified as Tier-1 coding in the standard. BPC 
has three passes in every bit level: Implication Broadcast Pass, 
Amount Refinement Pass, and Cleanup Pass. Each of the pass 
generates framework prototypes and the equivalent binary 
data. The output of the BPC and BAC produces the 
compressed bit stream. So an autonomous bit stream is 
produced for every code block. All these bit streams are 
combined into a single bit stream by Tier-2 coding, which is 
established on the productivity of the rate distortion 
optimization 
 

IV. DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM 
 

There are different transforms like Fourier transform 
which cover the entire signal range, varying in frequency only 
and Wavelet transform whose basis functions vary in 
frequency (called “scale”) in this transform the high frequency 
basis covers a smaller area and the low frequency basis covers 
a larger area it uses non-uniform partition of frequency range 
and spatial range. This transform is more appropriate for non-
stationary signals. Three Types of Wavelet Transform 

a) CWT (Continuous WT) 
b) Wavelet series expansion 
c) DWT (Discrete WT) 

 
Discrete wavelet transform closely resembles unitary 

transforms. It is useful in image compression[4]  
 
Block Diagram of DWT for Image Compression 
 

 
Fig 2.1: Block diagram of image coding with DWT 

 
V. IMAGE DECOMPOSITION 

 
  JPEG2000 normally uses the DWT transform for the 

purpose of de-correlation of image pixels. first DWT 
transform level separations the image components only in 
vertical way against the JPEG2000 decomposition in the DWT 
transform decays the image in horizontal  ways and vertical 
ways 

 
VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

 
Centered on the simulation outcomes, it is clearly 

show that the performance of JPEG2000 degrades when it 
compresses the images having little color deepness such as 
graphics images. The show of JPEG2000 improves  
significantly using JPEG2000 using wavelet transform in part-
2 down sampling. The above method based on[1] is in the 
process. 
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